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Abstract

In content-based communication, information flows to-
wards interested hosts rather than towards specifically set
destinations. This new style of communication perfectly
fits the needs of applications dedicated to information shar-
ing, news distribution, service advertisement and discovery,
etc. In this paper we address the problem of supporting
content-based communication in partially or intermittently
connected mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). The protocol
we designed leverages on the concepts of opportunistic net-
working and delay-tolerant networking in order to account
for the absence of end-to-end connectivity in disconnected
MANETs. The paper provides an overview of the protocol,
as well as simulation results that show how this protocol
can perform in realistic conditions.

1. Introduction

Applications dedicated to information sharing, news dis-
tribution, or service advertisement and discovery, all share
a common characteristic: they require a communication
model where information can flow towards any interested
receiver rather than towards set destinations.

Content-based communication is a style of communica-
tion that fits perfectly the needs of such applications. In
content-based communication, the flow of information is
interest-driven rather than destination-driven [1]. Receivers
specify the kind of information they are interested in, with-
out regard to any specific source. Senders simply send in-
formation in the network without addressing it to any spe-
cific destination.

In this paper we address the problem of supporting
content-based communication in a disconnected mobile ad
hoc network (MANET). A MANET can become discon-
nected when, for example, the mobile hosts that compose
the network are very sparsely or irregularly distributed. The
whole network then appears as a collection of distinct “is-
lands”. Communication between hosts that belong to the
same island is possible, but no temporaneous communica-
tion is possible between hosts that reside on distinct islands.

Figure 1. Example of a disconnected MANET

Figure 1 shows a disconnected MANET, which is typical of
the kind of network we consider in our work. This MANET
is composed of a number of laptops carried by users, which
can move in and between buildings (for example, the build-
ings of a campus). In this example, some laptops are tem-
porarily isolated (either because there is no other laptop
within their transmission range, or more simply because
they have been put in suspend mode for a while), while
other laptops have a number of neighbours, with which they
can try to communicate using either single-hop or multi-hop
transmissions.

In fully connected wired networks, content-based com-
munication can be achieved by constructing an underlying
communication system, whose role is to forward each piece
of information from its sender to all interested hosts [1].
This system is usually organised as a logical, content-driven
routing infrastructure, which itself can be implemented as
an overlay network that covers the whole physical point-to-
point network. This approach can hardly be applied in a dis-
connected MANET, since in such a network the absence of
end-to-end connectivity between distinct islands precludes
building any network-wide overlay.

In such conditions, a method must be devised in order to
bridge the gap between non-connected parts of the network.
Delay-tolerant networking is an approach that can help with
that respect [2]. In a delay-tolerant network, a message can
be stored temporarily on a host, in order to be forwarded
later by this host when circumstances permit. If the network
includes mobile hosts—or if all hosts are mobile—, then
mobility becomes an advantage, as it makes it possible for
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messages to propagate network-wide, using mobile hosts as
carriers that can move between remote—and possibly non-
connected—fragments of the network. In the disconnected
MANET shown in Fig. 1, people moving between build-
ings (or between different parts of a building) can thus con-
tribute to disseminate information between non-connected
fragments of the MANET.

In the remainder of this paper we present a protocol
for content-based communication we designed along these
lines. Since a network-wide content-driven routing struc-
ture cannot be constructed and maintained in a disconnected
MANET, our protocol does not attempt to build such a
structure to support routing decisions. Instead it leverages
on the principles of opportunistic networking and of delay-
tolerant networking. Each host is associated an “interest
profile”, that describes the kind of information it is inter-
ested in. Transient contacts between hosts that happen to
reside on the same connected fragment of the network are
exploited for exchanging information between these hosts,
according to their respective interest profiles. Moreover, a
host that behaves as a receiver of a particular kind of infor-
mation is also expected to serve as a mobile carrier for this
information.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The
basics of the protocol are described in Section 2. Section 3
presents some of the results we obtained by running simula-
tions. Related work is discussed in Section 4, and Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Communication protocol

Our protocol is actually defined as a two-layer stack. The
upper layer supports the content-driven, delay-tolerant dis-
semination of structured pieces of information (or “docu-
ments”) in the network. It provides support for storing doc-
uments in a host’s local cache, so this host can serve as
a mobile carrier for these documents while moving in the
network. It also defines how neighbouring hosts can inter-
act in order to exchange documents according to their re-
spective interest profiles. Neighbouring hosts are hosts that
temporarily reside on the same connected fragment of the
network. Interaction between such hosts requires that they
be able to communicate using either single-hop or multi-
hop transmissions. The lower layer of the protocol pro-
vides mechanisms for temporaneous, multi-hop forwarding,
which is required in the latter case.

2.1. Support for content-driven, delay-
tolerant document dissemination (up-
per layer)

The main entities we consider in this layer of the protocol
are briefly described below.

Documents, descriptors and identifiers — A document is
a structured piece of information a host can send in the net-
work, so it can disseminate and ultimately be received by

any host that shows interest for this particular kind of infor-
mation. A document is actually composed of two parts: its
descriptor, and its content. The descriptor can be perceived
as a collection of attributes, which can provide any kind
of information about the corresponding document, such as
its origin, its topic, a list of keywords, the type of its con-
tent, etc. As a general rule, we assume that the size of a
document is far greater than that of a descriptor, which is
itself significantly greater than that of a document identifier
(typical orders of magnitude are O(10 kB) for a document,
O(100 B) for its descriptor, and O(10 B) for its identifier).

Cache — Each host maintains a cache where documents
can be stored. Although the protocol makes no assump-
tion about the storage capacity on each mobile host, it is
assumed that this capacity is generally bounded, and that it
can be different on different hosts. Note that in this paper
we do not attempt to evaluate the merits of different strate-
gies for cache management, as such strategies have already
been compared in the literature (e.g. in [3]). We simply as-
sume that each host implements a caching policy, and that
distinct hosts in the network can actually enforce different
policies.

Interest profile — The interest profile of a host deter-
mines the kinds of documents it is interested in, and thus—
implicitly—the kinds of documents for which it is willing
to serve as a mobile carrier. For practical reasons, we define
this profile as a predicate applicable to document descrip-
tors. By applying this predicate to a document’s descriptor,
a host can decide if it must store this document in its cache
or not.

Interaction between mobile hosts relies on a simple
model, whereby each host periodically informs other hosts
located in its neighbourhood about its own interest profile
and about the documents that are currently available in its
local cache. When a host discovers that one of its neigh-
bours can provide a document it is interested in (that is,
a document that matches its own interest profile and that
is not already available in its own cache), it can request a
copy of this document from this neighbour. Transient con-
tacts between mobile hosts are thus exploited opportunisti-
cally for exchanging documents between these hosts, based
on their respective interest profiles, and based on the docu-
ments they can provide each other on demand.

Announcing one’s catalog and personal interest profile.
Each host ni periodically broadcasts an announce that com-
bines:

– a description of its own interest profile prof (ni)

– a catalog cat(ni), which contains the descriptors of lo-
cally cached documents that can be of interest to its
neighbours

This announce is broadcast as a single control message,
whose propagation scope can be set explicitly by the sender
(this is explained further in Section 2.2).
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By broadcasting its own interest profile, a host lets its
current neighbours know what kind of documents it is inter-
ested in. Conversely, by receiving similar information from
its neighbours, each host can maintain an accurate vision of
the kinds of documents they are interested in. Thus when-
ever a host needs to broadcast an announce, the catalog it
contains can be adjusted in order to fit specifically the inter-
est profiles of its neighbours. With this approach, the cost
of broadcasting an announce periodically is kept at a min-
imum: a host that maintains a large number of documents
in its local cache can avoid broadcasting systematically a
large catalog in the network. Instead the size of this catalog
is continuously adjusted in order to fit exactly the needs of
its current neighbours.

Receiving a neighbour’s catalog. Upon receiving a cat-
alog from one of its neighbours, the receiver examines the
descriptors it contains in order to identify documents whose
characteristics match its own interest profile, and that are
not already in its local cache. If there exist such documents,
then the receiver of the announce builds a request that sim-
ply contains the identifiers of the documents it would like to
obtain from the announcer. This request is then sent to the
announcer in a unicast control message.

Processing requests. After broadcasting its catalog, a
host may receive requests from several of its neighbours.
These requests are processed sequentially: for each re-
quested document, host ni retrieves this document from the
local cache, and broadcasts it in the network as the pay-
load of a data message. Notice that this document is broad-
cast rather than being sent only to the requester in unicast
mode. This is because, after broadcasting its catalog, a host
may receive a series of requests for the same document (be-
cause several neighbours are interested by this single docu-
ment). In such a case, all the neighbours requesting a single
document from the same host can be satisfied with a sin-
gle broadcast of this document. In order to avoid that con-
secutive requests for the same document yield a succession
of re-transmissions of this document, each host maintains a
history of the documents it has broadcast recently. This his-
tory is reset every time the host broadcasts a new announce
containing its profile and catalog. With this approach, when
several neighbours ask for the same document, this docu-
ment is broadcast only once in the network.

Receiving documents. When a document is broadcast, it
can be received by any neighbour of the sender. Any host
that receives a document verifies if it is interested by this
document. If so, then the receiver puts the document in its
cache. Thereafter, this host will serve as a mobile carrier
for the newly acquired document, thus contributing to help
disseminate this document further in the network.

(a) Host A broadcasts a message (via multi-point re-
lays) up to its 3-hop neighbours

(b) Hosts B, O, and Q send unicast messages to host
A (using source-routing as a forwarding mode)

Figure 2. Illustration of the two kinds of tem-
poraneous message forwarding supported
by the lower layer of our protocol

2.2. Support for temporaneous message
forwarding among neighbouring hosts
(lower layer)

As explained in the former section, the upper layer of the
protocol requires that a host be able to send messages (con-
taining either its profile and catalog, a request, or a doc-
ument) to its current neighbours. Temporaneous message
forwarding (as opposed to delay-tolerant forwarding) is thus
required in order to exploit transient connectivity between
hosts that happen to reside in the same connected fragment
of the network for a while. The lower layer of the proto-
col supports such temporaneous forwarding for unicast and
broadcast messages.

Broadcast message forwarding — Multi-hop broadcast-
ing in a MANET is known to be a bandwidth-consuming ac-
tivity, which can occasionally lead to the so-called “broad-
cast storm” problem. In order to limit the overhead due to
message broadcasting, the lower layer of our protocol im-
plements a mechanism that is inspired from that used in the
Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol for diffus-
ing link-level information in the network [4, 5]. Basically,
each node regularly selects a subset of its direct neighbours
as multi-point relays (MPR), and it then relies exclusively
on these MPRs for forwarding broadcast messages beyond
its own radio coverage. The scope of a broadcast can be
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controlled by specifying how many hops a message is al-
lowed to perform while being relayed by MPRs. Figure 2-
a shows an example, where host A broadcasts a message,
which could be for example an announce containing its pro-
file and catalog. In this example the message is allowed to
propagate up to its 3-hop neighbours, but not further.

The algorithm used by each host to construct its MPR
set is not detailed in this paper for the sake of brevity. In-
deed we use the same algorithm as that described in [5].
Basically, each host must periodically broadcast a control
message in order to inform its direct (one-hop) neighbours
about its presence in the network, while informing these
neighbours about its own current vision of its neighbour-
hood. By receiving such control messages, each host can
identify its one-hop and two-hop neighbours, and use this
information to calculate its MPR set. With the approach de-
scribed in [5], specific control messages are broadcast pe-
riodically, that contain the information needed for calculat-
ing MPR sets. In our implementation, this information is
piggy-backed in the announces the upper layer of the pro-
tocol must also broadcast periodically. Thus the calculation
of MPR sets does not imply sending any additional message
in the network: both kinds of control information (required
by both layers of the protocol) are broadcast together in the
network.

Unicast message forwarding — The upper layer of the
protocol requires that mobile hosts be able to send requests
as replies to an announce they have just received. Unicast
messages must thus be forwarded towards the sender of a
broadcast message. Source-routing is used as a means to
perform this forwarding. Each broadcast message that prop-
agates in the network encapsulates a history of the hosts by
which it has been forwarded so far. Thus, whenever the re-
ceiver of a broadcast message decides to reply to this mes-
sage, the path for sending this reply to its source is simply
deduced from the path the former broadcast message has
followed before reaching the receiver. Note that, in order
to be effective, this approach requires that when a host de-
cides to reply to a broadcast message, this reply is sent im-
mediately after the broadcast message has been received.
In such conditions, the path the broadcast message has fol-
lowed downwards to reach the receiver is still valid in the
network, so it can be followed upwards to the sender of the
broadcast message.

Consider again the example shown in Fig. 2-a, and as-
sume that hosts B, Q, and O decide to reply to the mes-
sage broadcast by A. Figure 2-b shows how their replies
can propagate upwards along the path the broadcast mes-
sage has just followed downwards, each reply containing a
specification of the path it must follow before reaching host
A.

3. Evaluation

Our protocol for content-driven, delay-tolerant commu-
nication has been fully implemented in Java, and interfaced
with the MADHOC simulator [6]. Based on this combi-
nation we run a number of simulations in order to observe
how the protocol can perform in different conditions. In this
section we present some of the results we obtained by per-
forming series of 14.000 second simulation runs, with the
following parameters and communication scenario.

Simulation parameters. We consider a simulation sce-
nario in which a population of 120 users move in and be-
tween a set of five buildings, which are located within a
1 km × 1 km area. Each building has a rectangular shape,
with edges between 100 and 150 meters long. Each user is
assumed to carry a laptop equipped with an IEEE 802.11
(Wi-Fi) interface.

The mobility of users—and therefore that of the mobile
hosts they are carrying—is simulated using a variant of the
random waypoint model: a user can remain motionless for
a while, afterwards he/she begins to walk towards a set des-
tination, which is selected randomly in any one of the build-
ings in the simulation area.

In the simulation runs whose results are discussed be-
low, we used the following mobility parameters: users are
assumed to walk at speeds varying between 0.5 m/s and
2 m/s; a stay between two consecutive moves can last be-
tween 30 seconds and 3 minutes; and the amount of intra-
building mobility is set to 40 % (against 60 % for inter-
building mobility). Wi-Fi interfaces are assumed to have
an omni-directional transmission range of 40 meters when
used indoor, and 100 meters when used outdoor.

Communication scenario. We consider a communica-
tion scenario whereby all mobile hosts continuously pro-
duce new documents and send these documents in the net-
work. Each document weighs 50 kB, and documents are
introduced in the network at an average global rate of one
new document every 2.5 seconds. Topic-labelling is used as
a simple means to differentiate these documents: there are
16 different topics, but each document pertains to only one
of these topics.

Each mobile host is interested in only two distinct topics
(hence 1/8 of the global traffic). No two different hosts in
the network have exactly the same interest profile.

Protocol parameters. Our protocol can be adjusted by
setting two parameters. The first parameter is the period
with which a host broadcasts an announce (containing its
own profile and a catalog of the documents it proposes to
its neighbours). We set this period at 15 seconds, for ex-
perience proves that this value is generally adequate in a
MANET where hosts move at pedestrian speeds.
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Another parameter is the maximum number of hops used
in temporaneous message forwarding, and most notably
when a host broadcasts an announce. By adjusting this
parameter, we can somehow extend the “sphere of com-
munication” of each host, controlling the scope of the an-
nounces it broadcasts periodically, and therefore the number
of neighbours with which it is liable to exchange documents
before moving to another part of the network.

Speed of document propagation. Our primary objective
is to show how the scope of temporaneous message for-
warding can influence the performance of our protocol. The
expected result is that, when a mobile host is allowed to
use multi-hop forwarding in order to interact with a large
number of neighbouring hosts, documents can disseminate
faster than when each host can only exchange documents
with direct (one-hop) neighbours.

In order to verify that this expectation is met, we first
consider a—somewhat unrealistic—scenario where docu-
ments can propagate eternally in the network. We notably
assume that the cache capacity on each host is unlimited,
and that no document is given a lifetime.

The mobility model used during the simulation ensures
that each host eventually gets close to any other host in the
network. In such conditions, a document that can propa-
gate forever in the network is guaranteed to eventually reach
any interested receiver. Yet the time before this document
is delivered to a receiver can be influenced by the protocol
parameters, and notably by the scope of temporaneous mes-
sage forwarding.

In Figure 3 we consider how long it takes for documents
to reach their receivers. More precisely, Fig. 3-a shows the
normalized distribution of the age of these documents at de-
livery time, and Fig. 3-b shows the corresponding cumula-
tive distribution.

Let us first consider the case where the hosts can only
use 1-hop transmissions. In such circumstances it can be
observed that about 40 % of the documents are delivered
in less than 30 minutes. After an hour, about 75 % of the
documents have reached their receivers, and after two hours
about 90 % have been delivered.

Let us now observe how multi-hop forwarding can influ-
ence the performance of document dissemination. Fig 3-a
shows that, when temporaneous 2-hop forwarding is used
(that is, when each host can interact directly with its 1-hop
and 2-hop neighbours), most documents are received after
about 20 minutes (against 30 minutes when only 1-hop for-
warding is used). In such conditions about 98 % of the doc-
uments are actually received in less than two hours, about
90 % in less than an hour, and about 60 % in less than 30
minutes.

A similar—though comparatively minor—improvement
can be observed when multi-hop forwarding is pushed fur-
ther, so that each host is allowed to extend its sphere of
communication up to its 3-hop, 4-hop, and 5-hop neigh-
bours respectively. Indeed, with the simulation parameters
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Figure 3. Distribution and cumulative distri-
bution of the age of documents at delivery
time

used during this experiment, the islands (or connected frag-
ments of the network) that can form in the buildings have a
limited extension. Their elongation varies between 0 (iso-
lated hosts) and 7 hops, with an average value of 4.2 hops.
This explains why extending the sphere of communication
of each host beyond a couple of hops does not bring much
improvement. Another reason is that the propagation of
documents between different buildings (or between non-
connected parts of a building) depends primarily on how
fast document carriers—that is, pedestrians in the scenario
considered—actually move in the simulation area.

In any case, this first experiment confirms that by extend-
ing the sphere of communication of each mobile host our
protocol allows documents to disseminate better and faster
in each island, thus increasing the number of hosts that can
then serve as carriers between non-connected parts of the
network.
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Figure 4. Satisfaction ratio (of document de-
livery) vs. cache capacity

Cache capacity. In the simulation runs whose results
were discussed above, we assumed that documents could
propagate forever in the network. As mentioned above this
is not very realistic, since most resources in a MANET are
usually severely constrained. For example the cache where
mobile hosts can store documents is of limited capacity. An
adequate policy must thus be devised—and then enforced
on each host—in order to deal with saturation conditions.

Figure 4 shows how the capacity of each host’s cache
can influence the performance of document dissemination.
To obtain these results we run a series of simulations, con-
sidering cache capacities ranging between 50 and 200 doc-
uments. During each simulation the cache policy enforced
was such that, when a cache reached saturation, the oldest
document in this cache was discarded in order to make room
for a new document. In the figure we plot the satisfaction
ratio (that is, the percentage of documents that are eventu-
ally delivered to interested receivers) against the capacity of
the cache. First, Figure 4 confirms the natural expectation
that a host with a larger cache is liable to carry documents
further and longer in the network.

More interesting is the influence of temporaneous multi-
hop forwarding on the performance of document dissemina-
tion. In Fig. 4 it can be observed that the satisfaction ratio of
document delivery increases significantly when the scope of
message forwarding is extended to a couple of hops around
each host. Consider for example the case where each host
can only maintain 100 documents in its cache. In such con-
ditions, the documents sent in the network are received (on
average) by only 78 % of the interested receivers if each
host is only allowed to interact with direct neighbours. Yet
this figure is increased by 10 % when the scope of tempo-
raneous forwarding is extended to 2-hop neighbours, and
again by 2 % when it is extended to 3-hop neighbours.

Document lifetime. Another way to prevent documents
from remaining eternally in the hosts’ caches is to give
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Figure 5. Satisfaction ratio (of document de-
livery) vs. document lifetime

each document a set lifetime, so that whenever a document
gets obsolete it is automatically removed from any cache it
might have been stored in. This method can be used either
as a substitute or as a complement to the method that limits
the capacity of each cache.

Figure 5 shows how different values of document life-
time influence the performance of document dissemination.
These results were obtained with unbounded cache capac-
ity, so that the two types of constraints do not interfere dur-
ing the simulation. In the figure we plot the satisfaction ratio
(percentage of documents that are delivered to interested re-
ceivers) against the set lifetime of documents. Not surpris-
ingly, the satisfaction ratio increases as documents are given
a longer lifetime. Yet it can again be observed that tempora-
neous multi-hop forwarding gives significant improvement
in document dissemination. For example, when documents
are given a 30-minute lifetime, they are eventually received
(on average) by only 40 % of the interested receivers if each
host is only allowed to interact with direct neighbours. Yet
this figure is increased by 20 % when the scope of tempo-
raneous forwarding is extended to 2-hop neighbours, and
again by 7 % when it is extended to 3-hop neighbours.

Communication overhead. The above results confirm
that by resorting to temporaneous multi-hop forwarding, the
dissemination of documents in the network can be made
faster, and thus more efficient. They also show that even
a slight extension of the sphere of communication of each
host (by only two or three hops in the scenario considered)
can bring a significant improvement over a situation where
a host can only interact with direct neighbours.

The drawback of multi-hop forwarding is that it yields an
important overhead in terms of the resources it mobilises on
each host. Indeed, whenever a host forwards a message, this
transmission drains the battery of this host, while occupying
the shared wireless medium around this host.

While designing our protocol we decided to rely on
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Figure 6. Comparison of the MPR-based and
flooding-based versions of the protocol

MPR-based forwarding for broadcasting messages around
each host. Obviously it would have been a lot easier for us
to use plain flooding for broadcasting these messages. Since
above-mentioned results show that messages need only be
forwarded on a limited scope (typically, two or three hops) it
is worth wondering whether MPR-based forwarding brings
any benefit over plain flooding in such conditions.

In order to evaluate the difference between our approach
relying on multi-point relays and an alternate one relying
on plain flooding, we implemented a variant of our protocol
that uses plain flooding as a means to broadcast messages
around each sender. The results are presented in Figure 6.
They were obtained when running our communication sce-
nario during four hours (in simulation time), with unlimited
cache capacity and 1-hour document lifetime.

It can be observed (Fig. 6-a) that the MPR-based and
flooding-based versions of the protocol do not give exactly
the same satisfaction ratio. This is because the MPR-based
version is slightly slower at disseminating documents in the
network. Indeed, with this version a host whose neighbour-
hood changes needs to wait a while (precisely, two consec-
utive announce cycles) because it can effectively interact
with its new neighbours. In contrast, with the flooding-
based version of the protocol a host whose neighbourhood

changes can immediately reach its new neighbours.
The satisfaction ratio observed with the MPR-based ver-

sion of the protocol is therefore slightly lower than with the
flooding-based protocol. Yet this difference remains under
3 %, while the cost of using one or the other way of broad-
casting messages is very different. Figure 6-b shows how
the cost of transmissions compares with both versions of the
protocol. Obviously our decision to rely on multi-hop relays
for forwarding broadcast messages is fully justified, as the
global number of messages sent when using multi-hop re-
lays is far below that observed when flooding messages in
the network.

4. Related work

A number of protocols have been designed in the last
few years in order to support destination-driven routing in
disconnected MANETs [7, 8]. In contrast content-based
communication in such networks has not justified much
research so far. Many papers about content-based com-
munication have already been published, but these papers
consider either stable, wired networks, or fully connected
MANETs [9, 10, 11]. They usually propose to construct
and maintain content-based routing structures in order to
forward messages efficiently between publishers and sub-
scribers. A notable exception with that respect is the proto-
col defined in [12]. Like ours this protocol does not attempt
to build any structure to support routing decisions. Instead
it too relies on broadcast transmissions, while deferring to
hosts that receive a message the decision to forward this
message to potential subscribers, based on an estimation of
their distance to these subscribers. Yet this protocol requires
that temporaneous end-to-end paths exist between senders
and receivers. It could not run satisfactorily in a discon-
nected MANET.

Content-based dissemination in disconnected MANETs
is addressed specifically in [13], which describes an ap-
proach whereby a content-driven multi-hop routing struc-
ture (limited to a given horizon) is built around each host.
A utility-based function is used in order to select the best
forwarders for each kind of message, and mobile carriers
help disseminate messages between non-connected parts
of the network. Our protocol relies on a slightly dif-
ferent approach. Instead of attempting to construct and
maintain a routing structure, it relies on periodic broadcast
transmissions (also limited to a given “horizon” from the
sender), whereby each host periodically informs its neigh-
bours about the documents it is carrying and that match their
interest profiles. Upon receiving such a catalog a host can
request the transmission of a document it is actually miss-
ing. Thus no document is sent in the network unless it has
been requested explicitly by a client host.

Our protocol also compares with the—somehow more
abstract—Autonomous Gossipping (A/G) algorithm [14].
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Indeed, both protocols fit in the general category of gossip-
based protocols. They rely on the principle of letting neigh-
bouring hosts opportunistically exchange documents they
are missing, based on their respective advertised profiles. In
the A/G algorithm, information dissemination is perceived
as an epidemic process: each host is considered as being
more or less vulnerable to being “infected” by one or an-
other kind of data item. One difference between our proto-
col and the A/G algorithm is that the latter only relies on di-
rect interactions between one-hop neighbours, whereas ours
supports interaction through multi-hop transmissions. The
A/G algorithm is also potentially more flexible than our pro-
tocol, as it defines a variety of data processing policies (such
as migration, replication, and reconciliation), while our pro-
tocol only relies on document replication to disseminate inf-
formation in the network. Finally a major difference is that,
to the best of our knowledge, the A/G algorithm was never
actually implemented (except as a simulator), whereas our
protocol has been fully implemented, so it can now run ei-
ther in real conditions, or coupled to a simulator.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a new protocol for
content-based communication in disconnected MANETs.
Unlike other protocols that rely on costly methods for con-
structing and maintaining content-driven routing structures,
ours does not attempt to build any such structure. Instead
it exploits transient contacts between mobile hosts that get
close enough to one another, allowing these hosts to ex-
change documents according to their respective interest pro-
files. Communication between non-connected fragments of
the network is performed thanks to mobile hosts, each host
serving as a carrier for the kind of information it is inter-
ested in. Simulation shows that our protocol is effective at
propagating documents between senders and interested re-
ceivers. It also confirms that temporaneous multi-hop for-
warding helps disseminate documents in connected frag-
ments of the network, which in turn has a positive influence
on this dissemination in the whole, disconnected network.
By adjusting the extension of multi-hop forwarding around
each host, the resulting transmission overhead can be bal-
anced against the benefit observed in document dissemina-
tion. With the current version of the protocol the number of
hops used when broadcasting messages is set as a constant
parameter. In the future we plan to investigate methods al-
lowing each host to adjust this value dynamically, account-
ing for its current situation in the network (e.g. number
and density of neighbours, interest profiles of these neigh-
bours, history of recent document exchanges in the neigh-
bourhood, etc.).
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